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Inflation: PML-N set to get a
taste of its own medicine?
Muhammad Hassan

T

he Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz (PML-N)-led coalition
government has started feeling the
heat of inflation, weeks after voting out the government of Prime
Minister Imran Khan through a no-confidence
motion. The main point of agitation of the
former opposition parties, which are now in
the government, was rising prices, which were
hurting the common people badly. They also
held a march against inflation. However, the
new government has started realising that it
will be difficult for it to maintain prices at the
current level.
It appears the former opposition parties
have only voted out the last government to
take a share of its failure to control prices.
International commodity and fuel prices are
abnormally high after the pandemic and then
the Russia-Ukraine war. A market-driven
exchange rate has worsened the situation in
Pakistan as a weakening rupee against the
US dollar adds to the price hike. When the
PTI government cited the international and
national reasons behind the rising inflation,
the then opposition parties were not willing to
accept it. However, they have now realized the
gravity of the situation after coming to power.
When former Prime Minister Imran Khan
realised that his government would not survive
in the no-confidence motion, he had reduced
the power tariff by Rs5/unit and frozen petrol
and diesel prices, which were not sustainable
financially.
Though the new government has kept
petrol and diesel prices unchanged for now, yet
it will not be able to maintain them for long. In
fact, the government has hinted that it could
reverse its decision. According to reports, the
government now believes that subsidising
fuel with a huge multi-billion rupee package
is not a viable option. Earlier, newly-elected
Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif had rejected
the Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority (Ogra)
recommendation of increasing the prices of petroleum products and ordered it to keep them
unchanged in the next fortnight. The OGRA
had proposed an increase in fuel prices up to
Rs51/ litre effective from April 16. It had proposed a hike in the price of diesel by Rs51.32/
litre (35.7pc), petrol Rs21.30/litre (14.2pc),
kerosene oil Rs36.03/litre (28.7pc) and light
diesel oil (LDO) Rs38.89/litre (39.9%).
However, Miftah Ismail, the likely
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finance minister, took to Twitter and expressed the government’s inability to bear the
enormous burden and announced that the
government might have to retract its recent
decision. He wrote: “The decision to continue
petrol and diesel subsidies was a tough one
and will have to be revisited. The government
is losing Rs21 per litre on petrol and Rs52 per
litre on diesel. At this rate, the government
would lose Rs2.5 billion per day or Rs36 billion in two weeks, which is far more than the
expense of running the entire civilian federal
government and the entire BISP/Ehsaas programme.” He blamed the previous government
for its “mismanagement and mishandling” of
the economy, adding, “The PTI has tied our
hands by actually committing in writing that
not only will they recover the full cost of fuels
but also impose a Rs30 per litre levy and 17pc
sales tax on those fuels.” According to the
commitments made by the PTI government,
the price of petrol and diesel should be Rs236/
litre and Rs264/litre, respectively. However,
it was the same PML-N team that criticized
the PTI government for “high fuel prices” and
demanded they should be brought down even
further. It was a fact that fuel prices were the
lowest in Pakistan as compared to the whole
region but the PML-N “economic” team was
still pressing the former government to further
reduce them for political gains.
The new government, which claimed to
bring down the power tariff after coming to

power, has silently increased it by Rs4.8/unit
in the name of “fuel adjustment” for February.
However, most media outlets attempted to
downplay it to save the new government from
the wrath of people. It could have been a lead
in the PTI government.
There are also media reports that the
government has increased sugar prices by Rs9/
kg from Rs85/kg to Rs94/kg at the Utility
Stores. However, the government has rubbished the reports. The Ministry of Industry
and Production claimed, “Our monitoring
teams checked various markets in Karachi
(Jodia Bazaar), Lahore (Akbari Mandi) and
Islamabad and were informed that sugar is
available at Rs85/kg in retail and Rs82/ kg in
the wholesale market.” However, it is a fact
that sugar was neither available at the official
rate in the last government nor in the present
government. However, people hope that after
joining the government by Jahangir Tareen’s
group, which the PML-N called a “sugar
mafia,” the price of the commodity will come
down and it would be available at the official
rate.
According to the State Bank of Pakistan,
future markets suggest that global commodity prices, including oil, are likely to remain
elevated for longer. It is clear that the new
government will not be able to provide relief to
the common people from rising prices. Instead,
it will have to withdraw subsidies on power
and fuel, which will further push up prices.
OPINION

How to boost tourism industry

D

Nasim Ahmed

espite its immense potential,
Pakistan’s tourism industry operates at a low level. Over the last
decade, tourism has developed
into one of the largest industries
in the world. Globally, the tourism industry
has experienced steady growth almost every
year.
According to available figures, international tourist arrivals increased from 528
million in 2005 to over 3 billion in 2018. Each
year, Europe receives the largest number of
international tourists. It also produces the
largest number of travellers with approximately 687 million tourists leaving in 2018, more
than double compared to the second largest
tourist origin – the Asia-Pacific region. Several
countries, such as Britain, France and the
United States are popular tourist destinations,
but other lesser-known countries are rapidly
emerging to reap the economic benefits of the
industry.
However, tourist numbers in Pakistan
hover around an estimated 2 million per
annum on average, which too mostly comprise
domestic tourists. This is in stark contrast to
our neighbours, China and India, which attract
60 million and 10 million tourists on average
respectively.
According to the Travel and Tourism
Competitiveness Index released by the World
Economic Forum (WEF) in September 2019,
covering 140 economies, Pakistan fared
poorly as compared to other countries in the
Asia-Pacific region. The TTCI is composed of
four sub-indexes, 14 pillars, and 90 individual
indicators, including safety and security, information and communications technology, T&T
policy and enabling conditions, international
openness, price competitiveness, infrastructure, and which include the following pillars, i)
air transport infrastructure, natural and cultural resources, and within it, i) natural resources,
and ii) cultural resources and business travel.
On the basis of these criteria, the report
evaluates the performance of various institutions. Pakistan’s T&T sector is very weak as
per the TTCI 2019, which ranks the country at
121, out of a total of 140. The report says that
Pakistan with regard to its T&T sector falls
in the bottom 25% (or quartile) of countries,
most of which belong to low to lower-middle
income economies, with 26 in Sub-Saharan
Africa.
In the Asia-Pacific region, Pakistan is the
lowest ranked country overall at 121, whereas
among other countries in the region, India is
34th among the 140 countries, Vietnam 63rd,
Sri Lanka 77th, Nepal 102nd, and Bangladesh
STRATEGY

120th. Regarding enabling environment,
Pakistan is ranked at 119th position, for travel
and tourism policy and enabling conditions at
122nd position, and for infrastructure, at 99th
position.
As for infrastructure, Pakistan’s rankings
on the related pillars are as follows: air transport infrastructure (96th), ground and port
infrastructure (73rd), and tourist service infrastructure (112th), which includes the following
indicators, i) hotel rooms, ii) quality of tourism
infrastructure, iii) presence of major car rental
companies, and iv) automated teller machines.
In its report, UNESCO says that tourism
presents both opportunities and challenges.
With more than 1.3 billion people travelling
across borders each year, World Heritage sites,
Biosphere Reserves and Global Geoparks
around the world are attracting a growing number of visitors. “This is creating
significant opportunities for local economic
development, investment, and revenue
for conservation. It is also enabling us to
educate more people about our cultural and
natural heritage, and the need to protect it
for future generations,” it said. Tourism is
also being used as a tool for creativity and
innovation, to support intangible cultural
heritage and the creative industries.
Like any activity, tourism has
powerful effects on the economy, society and environment. In addition to the
socioeconomic impact of tourism, the sector, if
managed sustainably, can be a factor for environmental preservation, cultural appreciation
and understanding among peoples. Sustainable
tourism is a positive instrument towards the
eradication of poverty, the protection of the
environment and the improvement of quality of life, especially in developing countries.
Well-designed and well-managed tourism can
make a significant contribution to the three
dimensions of sustainable development —economic, social and environmental.
Pakistan has tremendous potential for
tourism promotion which has not yet been fully utilized. The need is to launch a coordinated
drive to boost both domestic and international
tourism. The problems hindering tourism
in Pakistan are mostly related to inadequate
infrastructure, negative travel advisory to
international tourists, boarding and lodging,
poor connectivity through air and road, NoC
requirement for foreigners to visit Northern
Areas including Azad Jammu and Kashmir, a
trust deficit in public and private sectors and
poor tour operators.
There are numerous reasons for the
sub-optimal performance of the tourism sector.
Security, terrorism and law and order are the
main reasons that impede the tourism industry

and prevent tourists from visiting Pakistan.
Government negligence and bureaucratic inertia is the second main reason that negatively
affects this industry. There is no national tourism policy while the sector has been devolved
to provinces without having any coordination
mechanism at the national level. There seems
to be little dedication and commitment at the
national and provincial levels towards promotion and projection of tourism opportunities
and touristic products.
Pakistan is a country generously blessed
with topography, four weathers, picturesque
Northern Areas, Swat Valley, religious (Buddhist and Sikh/Hindu) and historical sites,
etc. Pakistan also has a great opportunity to
develop a 1,046km-long coastline in the south

by creating resorts and hotels. To develop the
sector, it is important to develop a comprehensive tourism policy which integrates all
the provinces, including Gilgit-Baltistan and
Azad Jammu and Kashmir. In order to create
an enabling environment, the government
should promote public-private partnership for
a competitive tourism market.
Domestic tourism has increased but the
facilities and the management of tourist hotels
are not satisfactory. The government should
regulate and standardise the quality of these
facilities. Furthermore, monitoring of these
facilities quarterly or annually will make hotels
maintain their quality of services. For foreign
tourism, one of the most important aspects is
to develop a branding strategy which creates a
soft image of Pakistan. In this regard, sponsoring journalists, academics and public intellectuals, who project a positive and soft version
of Pakistan, can prove to be a step in the right
direction. Without doubt, the recent decision
by the government to allow e-visa and grant
visa on arrival to citizens of over 60 countries
will go a long way to attract more tourists. At
the same time, Pakistan’s embassies abroad
should be directed to widely publicise the
new tourist-friendly policies adopted by the
government.
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Imran Khan’s new narrative

F

Muhammad Zain

ormer Prime Minister Imran Khan
has come up with a new narrative
after losing a no-trust motion. He
claims he was voted out through
a conspiracy hatched by the US
and implemented by the opposition. His new
slogan has become an instant hit but it has also
created serious divisions in society.
Imran Khan’s popularity was decreasing fast towards the end of his government
because of rising prices and bad governance.
If he had been allowed to complete his fiveyear term, he would have not been able to
win more than a few dozen seats in the next
general election. The no-confidence motion by
the opposition was a blessing in disguise for
him. It has revived his politics and popularity.
Accountability was his main slogan in his last
election, which failed miserably. However, he
has found a new slogan, which is becoming
even more popular in the country.
Anti-Americanism already exists in the
country and several political parties, including
the PPP and all religious parties, have attempted to exploit it in the past, but failed largely.
However, it has become an effective tool in the
hands of Imran Khan. A few weeks ago, he was
facing the wrath of the people for rising prices
and bad governance. Now he has changed their
focus from inflation to an international conspiracy to subjugate Pakistan and its people.
Almost 10m people took to the streets in all
major cities and towns of the country to express solidarity with him, even though he had
not asked for it and was not personally leading
the rallies. His tweet was enough to pull the
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huge crowd to the streets. He had tweeted,
“Today marks the beginning of a freedom
struggle against a foreign conspiracy of regime
change. It is always the people who protect
their own sovereignty and democracy.”
His Peshawar rally also attracted a large
number of people, mostly youths, who raised
slogans against the US, the new coalition
government and the Pakistan Democratic
Movement, as well as dissident members of the
PTI. A large number of women also attended
the rally with their children, which shows the
passion of his workers.
In his address to the charged crowd,
Imran Khan looked angry with national institutions, especially the judiciary. He questioned
why the Supreme Court of Pakistan and the Islamabad High Court had felt the need to open
their doors on Saturday night, hours before he
was ousted. “My dear judges, my judiciary, I
have spent time behind bars in the struggle to
secure your freedom. I ask the judiciary why
did you open the court in the dead of night.
This nation has known me for 45 years. Have
I ever broken the law? When I played cricket,
did anyone ever accuse me of match fixing?” He
also claimed that during his political career, he
had never “provoked the public against state
institutions or the judiciary” because he would
live and die in Pakistan. “I ask you, what crime
had I committed that you opened up the courts
at midnight,” he asked.
Provoking anti-US sentiments, which
prevail more in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa than
other parts of the country, he said a “decisive
moment” had arrived and the nation needed
to choose if it wanted slavery or liberty. “Do
we want to be the slaves of the US or do we

want real freedom?” He said that he had been
ousted because he replied “absolutely not”
to America’s demand to provide airspace for
its operations. He said the US didn’t like him
because he believed in an independent foreign
policy. “I will not engage my nation in the
wars of others. While Pakistan was fighting
for America in the war on terror, on the other
hand, Washington continued to humiliate the
Pakistani government and the nation. Now
you people have become a brave nation and no
country can dare enslave you,” he said.
He said he had started the fight for the
“real independence” of the nation and “we will
not accept the imported government of Prime
Minister Shehbaz Sharif”. “Shehbaz Sharif is
out on bail, his son is out on bail, his second
son is an absconder in London, Nawaz Sharif
is a convict, and the same is the case with his
sons, daughter and son-in-law. Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif is involved in Rs40 billion
corruption cases,” he alleged.
It appears Imran Khan has already started his election campaign when all other political parties are busy at the parliament forming a
new government. It appears the new coalition
government, the judiciary and political rivals
will be his prime targets in public rallies.
However, some questions are also being raised
about his narrative and some analysts believe
he will face resistance from his own party. It is
also feared that a smear campaign against him
and his family could also be launched. In fact,
it has already started. It is also feared the PTI
could be divided into several factions and even
banned. However, he and his activists will not
take it lying down. Social media has totally
changed political dynamics.

POLITICS

Is the economy as
bad as portrayed?
Shahid Hussain

Many analysts and the new government have
raised the alarm that the outgoing government
of Prime Minister Imran Khan had damaged
the national economy badly. It is a common
practice by every new government that it
starts blaming the outgoing government for the
“economic mess.” The PTI government had also
claimed to have inherited a worst economy
when it came to power in 2018.
Though the PTI government may not
have performed brilliantly, yet its performance
was not as bad as is being portrayed now. All
international financial institutions have praised
Pakistan’s efforts to make structural adjustments to its economy. In their latest reports,
two major rating agencies and the World Bank
only highlighted risks to the economy arising
from the political crisis in Pakistan. Fitch Ratings said, “The previous government’s implementation of reforms in line with an IMF programme helped to underpin its access to global
debt markets, in our view. This was highlighted
by Pakistan’s issuance of a $1 billion sukuk in
January 2022. Since then, the country’s access
to private creditor finance has been challenged
by external factors, such as rising US interest
rates and heightened investor risk aversion
around the Ukraine conflict. We believe setbacks to reform or the IMF programme would
make access even more difficult.”
Commenting on the recent government
change in Pakistan, it said it had raised nearterm policy uncertainty even as the country
faces external and fiscal challenges from rising
commodity prices and an increase in global risk
aversion. “The authorities’ policy agenda remains central to Pakistan’s ability to refinance
its external debt over the medium term, as well
as our assessment of the rating, which we affirmed at ‘B-’/Stable in February 2022,” it noted
and observed that the outgoing government had
lost public support and the backing of coalition
allies against a backdrop of rising inflation.
“The recent oil price shock will push up the
current-account deficit, adding to already high
gross external financing needs from an elevated
debt-repayment schedule. We now forecast a
current-account deficit of around 5% of GDP
(around $18.5 billion) for the fiscal year ending
June 2022 (FY22), up from 4pc in our February
review. We expect this to moderate to around
4pc in FY23, as oil prices ease,” it observed.
Explaining Pakistan’s financial needs, it
said the country faces $20 billion in external
debt repayments in FY23, though this includes
ECONOMICS

$7 billion in Chinese and Saudi deposits that it
expects to be rolled over. “Higher trade deficits
and capital outflows have driven a sharp
depreciation of the Pakistani rupee against the
US dollar. This, along with debt repayments,
has put pressure on liquid foreign-exchange
reserves with the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP),
which fell by USD5.1 billion between end-February and 1 April 2022, to $11.3 billion. We believe the decline also partly reflects repayment
of a $2.4 billion loan from China that is slated
to be renewed,” it noted.
It warned that the change in government may complicate timely completion of the
remaining three reviews of the IMF programme.
Fitch also believes Pakistan has the ability
to manage its external liquidity position in
the near term if policy uncertainty is resolved
relatively quickly and commodity prices do not
rise substantially above forecasts for 2022-2023.
“We expect its access to bilateral financing to
remain robust, particularly from China. The
two countries’ strong bilateral relationship
is unlikely to be significantly weakened by
Pakistan’s change in leadership,” it noted. “The
change in government will test how institutionalised recent reforms, such as the independence
of the SBP and the more market-determined
exchange rate, are. We would view slippage on
reform momentum as credit negative. In the longer term, if the authorities are unable to pursue
fiscal consolidation, we expect Pakistan’s access
to market financing to remain constrained.”
Moody’s Investors Service also highlighted Pakistan’s “significant uncertainty over
policy continuity” and falling foreign exchange
reserves. However, the New York-based credit
rating agency forecast a stable outlook for
Pakistani banks and estimated the country’s
gross domestic product (GDP) growth rate to

remain between three and four per cent. It said,
“The political upheaval reflects the volatility
that besets Pakistan’s political environment
and raises significant uncertainty over policy
continuity, at a time when Pakistan is encumbered with surging inflation, widening current
account deficits and declining foreign-exchange reserves”. It said it was unclear how the
new government would approach the International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) programme
during this interim period before the next
election is called, prolonging the uncertainty
around whether Pakistan would be able to
secure financing from the IMF to bolster its
foreign-exchange reserves, which have fallen
to a level sufficient to cover only about two
months of imports.
In its latest report, the World Bank noted that Pakistan had earlier followed its agreement with the IMF to remove tax exemptions
and increase the tax on fuels. However, rising
energy prices domestically and challenges from
political opposition forced the government to
offer electricity and fuel price relief in February. “While these measures can help reduce
fluctuations in domestic prices, they also constitute a direct burden or hidden liability on
the government’s budget, which could increase
fiscal vulnerabilities going forward”.
In January, Pakistan’s GDP growth was
put at 5.2pc which has since been changed.
“This comes amid monetary tightening measures that began in September 2021, high base
effects from the previous year, and continued
high inflation eroding real private consumption growth,” the report said.
It is clear that Pakistan is not facing a
serious crisis, like Sri Lanka, as some experts
say. However, the new government will have to
continue policies to stabilise the economy.
7

Sustainable Development
Goals and Pakistan
Muhammad Asim Nisar

T

he 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development was launched in 2015.
Its aim was to eliminate poverty
and create a more healthy planet
for all its people. The 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) envisaged a complete transformation of all financial, economic
and political systems that dominate our society
today by the year 2030.
But the progress on the SDGs has been
slow. Global efforts have been insufficient to
bring about the desired change. Before the
COVID-19 pandemic, progress remained uneven
and most countries were not on track to meet
the goals by 2030.
On the positive side, the share of children and youths out of school has fallen; the
incidence of many communicable diseases is in
decline; access to safely managed drinking water
has improved; and women’s representation
in leadership roles is increasing. At the same
time, the number of people suffering from food
insecurity has risen, the environment continues
to deteriorate at an alarming rate, and levels of
inequality are on the increase in all regions.
COVID-19 created a serious health, economic and social crisis, making the achievement
of SDG goals even more challenging. Health
systems in many countries have collapsed. The
livelihood of half the global workforce has been
seriously affected. According to an estimate,
more than 1.6 billion students in the world are
out of school and tens of millions of people have
been pushed back into extreme poverty and
hunger.
Coronavirus has exacerbated existing
inequalities and injustices. In developing countries, the most vulnerable sections, older people,
children, persons with disabilities, indigenous
people, migrants and refugees have been hit
hard. Across the globe, young people are being
disproportionately affected. Women and girls
are facing new hurdles and new threats, ranging
from domestic violence to additional burdens of
unpaid care work.
In the beginning Pakistan made some
remarkable progress in achieving the SDG goals
but the pandemic upset everything. The year
2020 brought unprecedented challenges for
Pakistan in several ways. From the rapid spread
of coronavirus to the imposition of nationwide
lockdown, the year 2020 created tremendous
difficulties in social, political and economic
fields. New problems arose in the fields of ed8

ucation and health, and most of all in attaining
Sustainable Development Goals in Pakistan.
Pakistan ranked 134th on the Global
SDG Index in 2020, down from 130th in 2019.
The index tracks and reports various countries’
performance on 17 goals.
In the report Pakistan was found to be the
worst performer in South Asia with Sri Lanka
ranking 94th, Nepal 96th, Bangladesh 109th and
India 117th. However, Pakistan made tangible
progress in six out of 17 goals during the year,
with climate change being the only goal where
progress is said to be perfectly on track.
The efforts of the PTI government on the
SDG front were better than those of the previous governments. Pakistan’s social indicators
have improved a lot in the last three years and
the country is on track to achieve the SDG
targets. Knowledgeable circles say that for the
first time in the country’s history, with the help
of the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP), some sense of ownership has evolved
around SDGs across all regions in Pakistan. The
requisite legal and administrative frameworks
are in place at all tiers of the government to
align future policies and budget priorities with
the global commitments. The work on the
localisation of SDGs is near completion with
pilot projects already launched in Punjab and
Balochistan.
It is said that if the requisite flow of funds
is ensured, Pakistan will join the ranks of high
achievers by 2030, the terminal year of SDGs. In
the federal budget for the fiscal year 2021-2022
a sum of Rs 118 billion has been proposed for the

Public Sector Development Programme in the
country. The amount allocated for development
purposes has been increased by 37 percent as
compared to last year’s development budget.
Adequate financing of Sustainable Development Goals in Pakistan is essential to ensure
a better, sustainable future. Out of Rs118 billion
proposed for the PSDP, 68 billion has been allocated for achieving SDG in Pakistan. But given
the enormity of the task, the allocation is not
enough to address the challenges the country
faces in three key SDG dimensions - social,
environmental, and economic.
The government’s vision for Pakistan’s
growth by 2025 included promoting a green
economy, rebuilding the state institutions,
creating more employment opportunities
for youths and enhancing competitiveness
and inclusive growth in different sectors. For
achieving Sustainable Development Goals we
should prioritize those areas which need more
attention, such as combating climate change,
working on infrastructural development, and
promoting technology.
To speed up our efforts to achieve Sustainable Development Goals, Pakistan should
also look for external means of finances as well.
Pakistan occupies a favorable geostrategic
location which offers regional connectivity
with important countries, including the Central
Asian States and China. Foreign investors stand
to reap rich dividends by investing in Pakistan
which will have an overall salutary impact
on the economy and help us achieve the SDG
targets.
POLICY

The Thar coal exigency
Dr. Zaheer Ahmad Babar

C

oal reserves in Tharparkar
district of Sindh are estimated
at nearly 175 billion tons, which
are comparable to 50 billion tons
of oil equivalent, more than the
Saudi Arabian and Iranian oil reserves. But it is,
definitely, regrettable that the project to bring
these deposits had been delayed for over 20
years to be brought into use.
The use of Thar coal has the potential
to reduce the country’s reliance on expensive
imported energy and raw material for fertiliser
manufacturing. It could cut the lofty import
bill, help narrow down the current account
deficit and accelerate economic growth of the
country, once the project is launched practically to produce energy.
Ahmed Muneeb, general manager administration and external affairs at the Sindh Engro
Coal Mining Company, told a group of journalists in the last week of February 2022 that the
reserves in the Sindh province are equal to 2,000
trillion cubic feet (TCF) of gas, which is 68
times higher than Pakistan’s total gas reserves.
The reserves could meet the electricity demand
of Pakistan for several centuries; however, the
entire deposits would not be utilised for power
production. There could be many other uses
of coal, apart from power production. This
coal can perform liquefaction and make syngas
(synthesis gas), which can be utilised as a raw
material for fertiliser production.
The official says the coal could be supplied to power plants of the country that are
utilising imported coal currently. The government is working on a project to connect Thar
with different parts of the country through a
railway network to ensure the transportation
of coal. The supply of coal from Thar to the
Lucky power project located in Karachi has
already started. Currently, Pakistan is producing around 660 megawatts of power from Thar
coal. The power production from Thar coal
would increase to 1,800-2,000 megawatts over
the next one year, till February 2023, the Sindh
Engro official says.
The total area of the project has been
divided into 13 blocks of coal, and each block
is of a different size. Initially, coal production
would start at block-I and II. Once work on
more blocks is initiated, Pakistan might also
consider the option of exporting the commodity to India after fulfilling the local demand.
India had already shown willingness to import
coal from Pakistan, as it operates power plants
having an installed capacity of around 8,000
megawatts. A portion of Thar coal is located
POLITICAL ECONOMY

in the Rajasthan region of India, which was
equivalent to 8 per cent of Pakistan’s Thar
coal. However, the neighbouring country had
already utilised all the reserves for power production since 1950 till the recent past.
The first-ever power project on Thar
coal was launched in July 2019, which has so
far saved foreign exchange worth over $200
million, according to energy experts. However,
the losses caused to the national exchequer due
to the politicisation of the project and delay in
its launch was enormous. A strong lobby in the
country created hurdles to setting up plants to
generate electricity from Thar coal reserves for
a long time in the past.
Initially, the federal as well as provincial
governments had planned a Rs. 5512 million
project in 2000-2001 in collaboration with
China, to install a 500-kV power transmission
line from Thar. Besides, in April 2002, a staterun Chinese company, Shenhua Group Corporation, was assigned to develop block-two of
the Thar coalfields, accepting its proposal to
establish a 600-MW power plant at the minemouth with associated captive coalmines. The
Shenhua Group carried out studies related to
coal-geological and hydro-geological possibilities in the area, and a project feasibility report
was finalised.
However, regrettably, the project ran
into various snags. Later, a number of foreign
investors showed interest in developing the
resources, but no breakthrough could be
achieved for years. In April 2005, AES-Oasis
Ltd. of the USA showed interest in developing
an integrated mining-cum-power project of
1,000-MW capacity, utilising block-one Thar
resources. The sponsor, after a year, finally
backed out.
The federal government did not include
the Thar coal power project in the priority
list of the Planning Commission of Pakistan
for years. As mentioned on its official website
in 2011, commission authorities put emphasis
on generating electricity through hydel and
thermal power projects only. However, a
Planning Commission document mentioned in
its feasibility study that the use of Thar coal for

the cement manufacturing industry could be
very beneficial. The document said 90 per cent
of the cement manufacturing plants had abandoned furnace oil and opted for coal energy
during the past decade. It helped save a huge
amount of precious foreign exchange which
was earlier spent on the import of furnace oil.
With this major change in the cement industry’s energy needs, coal consumption had gone
up to five million tonnes per annum.
The Sindh Thar Coal and Energy Board
was established to lure investors into investing
in Thar coal fields and projects. However, a
lobby comprising oil importers, rental power
brokers and other vested interests created hurdles to the coal project for years. International
energy politics might also have a hand in the
delay of the project. The World Bank had organised an energy conference in Washington in
2009, to convince the world financing groups
to invest in Thar coal in Sindh. However, the
same year, an environment conference was
held in Copenhagen, which strongly stressed
the need for minimising the use of coal for generating energy, to save the environment from
hazardous effects of coal burning.
At the Copenhagen summit, the US
advocated development of no, or low, carbon
energy sources in the developing countries.
Then the WB wrote a letter to the government
of Pakistan, seeking assurance that the Thar
coal power generation projects would not
affect the environment adversely. However, no
reply was sent to the Bank for long. Later, the
then federal finance minister Dr. Abdul Hafeez
Sheikh, who hailed from Sindh, talked to the
WB authorities and tried to convince them
that the use of new technology would help
minimise the hazardous effects of coal use for
power generation.
The WB, according to sources, had
become cautious after facing worldwide condemnation for extending a $3.75 billion loan to
South Africa in April 2009, to build one of the
world’s largest coal plants. The decision drew
sharp criticism from all Western countries.
In Pakistan, the World Bank’s decision not to
finance the Thar coal project apparently for
environmental reasons was not convincing
enough, because the country’s industry did not
contribute much to carbon emissions and its
carbon footprint was one of the lowest. So, not
much harm to the ecology could be expected
from the Thar coal project on completion.
However, as the project is under way currently, though at very slow pace, it is a need of the
hour to expedite exploration work on more
blocks to produce energy not only for domestic
use but also for various industries.
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How important is PTI’s
move to resign en bloc?

S

Raza Khan

oon after the ouster of Prime
Minister Imran Khan from power,
his Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)
party decided to resign en bloc from
the National Assembly of Pakistan.
The PTI, which is still the single majority
party in the National Assembly despite the
floor crossing of at least 22 of its Members of
National Assembly (MNAs), has submitted
the resignation of around 130 of its MNAs
to the National Assembly Secretariat. How
important and shrewd is this ultimate move
by the PTI and its Chairman Imran Khan, is a
question being debated in the country.
Apparently, the PTI tendered the
resignations in order to build pressure on the
new government of Mian Shehbaz Sharif and
the powers that be to hold national elections
as soon as possible. When Imran Khan as
prime minister had advised President Arif
Alvi to dissolve the National Assembly and
call fresh national elections, he wanted to
return to power through new elections. But it
was the last ditch effort by Mr. Khan to keep
his options open as he had lost a majority in
the National Assembly, although fraudulently
through horse trading by the then combined
opposition parties and now the present
government.
However, when the Supreme Court of
Pakistan overturned the ruling of National Assembly Deputy Speaker Qasim Khan
Suri, which disallowed voting on the then
opposition’s no-confidence motion against
PM Khan, and ordered a vote count on the
motion, which saw Imran Khan losing the
confidence of the NA, the latter had no other
option but to demand a new election. This is
critically important for the political survival
of Imran Khan and the PTI. Demanding a new
election by a single majority party when it
feels that it does not have the backing of the
majority of its own members and coalition
partners in the parliament is not only an
appropriate and rational demand but also
the only way to pull the country out of the
political crisis.
Because in case the non-majority parties are able to form a government through
defections, horse trading and other illegal
means, they cannot sustain the government
for long. Resignation by the majority party,
when it thinks it does not have a comfort10

able majority to run the affairs of the state, is
common in democratic countries. However, it
is something unthinkable in Pakistan. Since
1988, when democracy was restored, none of
the elected governments despite having very
thin majorities and while hanging with the
proverbial thread of small coalition partners
tendered resignations. The obvious reason
has been that all parties in power thought
that they could not return to power again due
to misrule and bad governance. Otherwise
a party, which is confident of returning to
power through a popular vote, is not against
seeking a fresh mandate from the people.
Interestingly, Mr. Khan and his PTI have
become the first Pakistani political party
which dissolved the National Assembly on
its own and sought a fresh mandate. So this
is an important political development in
Pakistan’s history. However, as the Supreme
Court, while declaring the acts of disallowing counting on the no-confidence motion
against the Prime Minister, dissolution of the
National Assembly by the Prime Minister and
calling new elections by President Dr. Alvi
as unconstitutional, called for a vote count.
Consequently, through voting the House
expressed its no-confidence in former Prime
Minister Imran Khan, with the majority of
just two votes. Consequently, the PTI decided
to resign en bloc from the National Assembly
to force new elections.
Importantly, resignations were tendered after observing a mammoth, or some
analysts say, an “unprecedented” public
response on April 10, the day for which
Imran Khan had given a call to Pakistanis to
protest for ousting his government. Mr Khan
has taken a stance that his government was
dislodged through a conspiracy hatched by
America with the collusion of the opposition
parties so as to punish him for following an
independent foreign policy and forging close
ties with Russia.
Millions of people took to the streets in
response to Imran Khan’s protest call and it
was perhaps the moment that the PTI leadership decided to resign en masse. Because it
thinks that riding a popular anti-American
wave in which nearly all political parties of
note of Pakistan have become a part of an alleged US sponsored conspiracy, the PTI has a
huge chance of returning to power if elections
are held forthwith. Whether the PTI could
force the present government and the powers

that be to call a new election through resignations is yet to be seen. However, apparently
tendering resignations in the context of Pakistani politics may not be shrewd at all. However, when many innovations are taking place
in Pakistani political history, for example a
prime minister himself dissolves the National
Assembly, a vote of no-confidence against a
sitting prime minister succeeds for the first
time, then tendering resignations could also
prove to be immensely consequential.
On his part, PM Shehbaz Sharif has so
far taken the position that if the PTI does
not take the resignations of its MNAs back,
by-elections could be held in the constituencies. What is on the mind of PM Shehbaz
is only he could tell but holding by-polls
on almost half of National Assembly seats
is extremely difficult, if not impossible. In
particular, the financial burden of the by-elections is so huge that a fragile economy like
Pakistan cannot afford it at all. Then the
question would arise: why not hold entirely
fresh elections instead of arranging voting for
half of NA seats when the cost differential is
not big.
According to sources within the PTI, a
key factor in the decision to tender the resignations from the NA by the party leadership
was to let the electoral arena completely
open for the ruling coalition comprising 13
parties to dominate. With no opposition
at all winning by-elections for the ruling
alliance would be a cakewalk. However, more
importantly in such a scenario the alliance led
by PM Shehbaz Sharif would probably get a
two-thirds rather near a total majority in the
National Assembly.
Once this happens the ruling alliance
could pass any legislation it would like,
including making and unmaking of state
institutions, including the National Accountability Bureau, some intelligence agencies
and anything under the sun. This would not
at all be acceptable to the powers that be of
the country. Thus, they may think that to
avoid such a situation it is better to go for
fresh national elections instead of allowing
PM Shehbaz Sharif to continue as the chief
executive for more than three months after
which holding of by-elections would become
a constitutional requirement. Thus, the PTI’s
decision to resign could prove to be a trump
card to get its main demand for new elections
realized.
POLITICS

Campus bullying: A prevailing
issue in Pakistan too
Dr. Fatima Khan

It was surprising for Mrs. Amjad Rehman that
Amna Rehman, her daughter, was showing reluctance to go to school. It was for the second
time in the week that she was avoiding school
on the pretext of a headache. The mother knew
it very well that she was fully fit and the headache was only a lame excuse. Amna is studying
at a private “English medium” school in ninth
grade in the Township area of Lahore. She
was the only child among all her four siblings
who had loved going to school. But during the
last two weeks, she had gone through such
an ordeal that going to school became really
fearsome for her. Two weeks back, during the
first term exams, Abida Mumtaz, one of her
classmates, while sitting behind her, asked for
her help to solve the physics paper. Amna flatly
refused; she could not do so. It was cheating,
and she did not believe in cheating in exams.
But, her refusal turned Abida against her.
She threatened Amana of dire consequences
during the paper, and from that day onwards,
she started chasing and bullying her, along
with her two other group fellows, whenever
they would get a chance. In the courtyard
during a free period, at the canteen, at the gate
after school closing time, they would give her a
shove, pull away her bag, and hurl nasty words
at her while passing by. Time and again they
threatened her of a “full-fledged” thrashing.
Amna is an introvert and mostly doesn’t
mix up with her classmates. Being good at
studies, she didn’t feel the need to join any
group of students in her class, and she enjoys
being lonely. But now, her habit has become a
curse for her. Many of classmates noted Abida’s group bullying her, but they only “enjoyed”
it instead of standing with the girl. For fear of
a severe reaction from the “mean girls group”,
she didn’t tell her teacher, or her mother.
However, that day, on her mother’s
insistence, she related all her ordeal, but still
suggested finding some other way out, instead
of asking the class in-charge to help resolve the
issue “as she would not accompany her all the
time on campus”.
Mawara Ahsan, a senior teacher at a private school system in Lahore, is not surprised
at the Amna story. She says bullying in educational institutes is common in Pakistan also,
but unfortunately the issue receives little or
no attention from people concerned. She says
that with the increasing decline of parental
involvement in school affairs, bullying in eduRIGHTS

cational institutions has increased significantly
in the last two decades. Quoting the findings
of a survey report, published by the Academia
Magazine, the teacher says Pakistan was
placed at 22nd position in a list of 25 countries
studied for a research on bullying.
The study says roughly one in six
children aged 12 to 18 report being bullied in
Pakistani schools, according to data released
by the non-governmental authorities in 2018.
However, that number likely fell dramatically
when schools shifted to virtual learning.
An educationist, Prof. Dr. Abiodollah,
regrets that a majority of parents and a large
number of teachers are unaware of the bullying
concept, and they don’t see bullying as an issue
worth their attention. He defines bullying
as “unwanted, aggressive behaviour among
school-age children that involves a real or
perceived power imbalance. The behaviour is
repeated, or has the potential to be repeated
over time. Both children, who are bullied and
who bully others, may have serious, lasting
problems.” Prof. Dr. Abiodollah, a senior
teacher at Punjab University’s Institute of
Education and Research (IER), says school administrations must understand the difference
between bullying and harassment. The two
are often used interchangeably, however, there
are some uniquenesses. Bullying behaviour
reaches harassment when a student is not just
being bullied about being small, rather they are
experiencing verbal bullying about their size as
a result of a physical disability.
The educationist says parents’ involvement and parents modelling respectful and
dignified behaviour is always seen as the first
line of defence against bullying. He says parents should stay involved with their children,

supervising and monitoring their behaviour,
talking to them about classes, peers, interests
and concerns, and encouraging involvement in
activities that are healthy.
Prof. Abiodollah endorses Amna
Rehman’s story, saying, “Children are often
reluctant to tell their teachers if they are being
targeted, but they are more likely to tell their
parents about their ordeal. So, parents should
take any report seriously, make sure the child
knows it is not their fault, and ask how they
would like the parents to help them. The IER
senior teacher says parents should encourage
their children to make good friends. Children,
who have even one close friend, are less likely
to be targeted. He says one reason for Amna
being bullied for weeks was not having even a
single good friend in school.
It is a good omen that with the increasing use of social media, more and more people,
especially parents, are becoming aware of the
menace of bullying on campuses. In 2019, the
UNESCO Member States declared the first
Thursday of November every year International Day against Violence and Bullying at School
Including Cyberbullying. In the year 2021, the
day was marked on Nov 4. UNESCO Director
General Audrey Azoulay said in his message:
“Although this violence is not limited to school
premises, the education system has an important role to play in teaching students how to
navigate safely in the digital sphere.”
Former Punjab Education Minister
Dr Murad Raas last year promised that the
provincial government “would soon introduce
new legislation for private schools, which
would cover the issues such as harassment and
bullying at schools”. However, nothing was
later heard of on the issue.
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The Russia-Ukraine war provides
an opportunity to reform the UN

T

Anthony Pahnke

he Russia-Ukraine war is forcing
the world to acknowledge critical
failings in how our international
institutions operate. Specifically
that it is unlikely they will hold
Russian President Vladimir Putin accountable
for war crimes.
Still, the ongoing war provides a
long-overdue impetus to reform institutions
such as the United Nations so we don’t find
ourselves in a similar situation in the future.
Cause for such optimism is found at different historical moments when critical events
shocked nations so much, that tough reforms
were made. Before getting into some historical
lessons, it is worth recalling the limitations of
international law.
First, there is the International Criminal
Court (ICC), which has prosecuted individuals, such as the former Liberian President
Charles Taylor, for war crimes. The Court
is now investigating Russia’s president over
possible war crimes in Ukraine. But there are
lingering doubts regarding whether the ICC
can prosecute Putin, considering that neither
Ukraine nor Russia is a state party to the
Rome statute – the document that extends the
court’s jurisdiction over its signatories. Moreover, there is consensus among experts that
even if a legal path to prosecuting the Russian
leader at the ICC is found, it would be all but
impossible to bring him to court while he is
still in power.
There are also the Geneva and Hague
Conventions that establish rules for the treatment of civilians and prisoners during war,
as well as article 39 of the UN charter, which
denounces wars of aggression. Yet, evoking the
Geneva or Hague Conventions, as well as the
UN charter, requires the UN Security Council
to issue a resolution to establish a tribunal.
This will not happen because Russia is on the
Security Council and has the power to veto
any resolution. The UN, with the Security
Council’s unanimous support, created a special
tribunal in 2002 to prosecute the former president of Serbia, Slobodan Milošević, for war
crimes that were committed in the 1990s in the
former Yugoslavia. This was possible because
the disgraced leader had been overthrown from
power. Therefore, short of regime change, it is
doubtful that Putin will find himself before an
international court.
Despite this apparently bleak scenario,
tracing the UN’s historical development shows
both why we are at an impasse concerning
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accountability and where there is hope for reform. During World War II in 1941, as Europe
was occupied by Nazi Germany, Great Britain
and the United States met to create the Atlantic Charter. This document, which proved
a step towards creating the UN, proclaimed
that states should not increase their territory
at the expense of others, and should instead
promote economic development, cooperation,
and disarmament. The Soviet Union and China
were subsequently included in meetings on the
design of the UN at the Moscow and Tehran
Conferences, and then at Dumbarton Oaks
Conference and Yalta.
Deals were struck in these meetings,
often due to Stalin’s fears of having Soviet interests neglected. Such compromises included
allowing Soviet allies a place in the General
Assembly, which is the main deliberative body
of the UN. Deals also guaranteed the war’s victors – France, Great Britain, China, the Soviet
Union, and the US – veto power in the Security
Council over any binding resolution that could
authorise the use of sanctions or military force.
In these early years of the UN, it was
the Nuremberg Trials from 1945 to 1946 that
brought to the world’s attention the scale of
Nazi atrocities.In 1947, with the world learning
about the horrors of the Holocaust and pressed
to think of ways to avoid genocide in the future, the drafting of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (UDHR) began. Spearheaded
by Eleanor Roosevelt, along with the Lebanese
diplomat Charles Malik, the Chinese politician
Peng Chung Chang, and representatives from
six other countries, this document became the
centrepiece of international human rights.
Even though the UDHR itself is not law,
it has inspired the creation of two internation-

al conventions on human rights, specifically,
the International Convention of Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights (ICESCR). These documents exist as
international treaties, which establish committees to monitor the implementation of human
rights, offer suggestions to states, and publish
reports. Despite such global initiatives, the
veto power of Security Council members has
allowed states to think principally in terms of
national self-interest instead of international
cooperation.This, as photos of mass graves in
Ukraine and evidence of the Russian military
bombing civilian targets shock the world. For
these reasons, now, the Russian invasion could
propel reform of how the veto is exercised in
the Security Council.
The change would make the UN more
effective in terms of initiating actions, while
also forcing states to second guess interventions abroad. The call is not to abolish the
veto. Instead, provisions could be established
to potentially override it, which could include
a 2/3 vote of the General Assembly members,
and/or four out of five members of the Security
Council agreeing. The reform would be hard,
as 2/3 of the UN General Assembly and all the
members of the Security Council would have
to approve it.
Therefore, change requires negotiating
with Russia. In the short term, this may mean
discussing the nature of Ukraine’s relationship
with NATO. Russia’s claim to Eastern Ukraine
and Crimea should also be considered. Again
turning to history, let’s remember that the Soviet Union’s sizeable appropriation of areas in
Poland after World War II went unchallenged
so Stalin would agree to join the UN.
OPINION

The French culture war over
Islam shows no sign of abating
Emanuelle Degli Esposti,
Chris Chaplin

E

mmanuel Macron may have won the
first round of France’s presidential
election, but the success of rightwing candidate Marine Le Pen, who
came in second with 23.1 percent
of the vote, paints a worrying picture of the
future of French politics.
Le Pen’s surge was in part due to her
ability to focus on the cost of living and repaint
herself as a moderate nationalist. But anti-immigrant and anti-Islamic attitudes, often
wrapped up as a defence of “French culture”,
remain a bulwark of her appeal.
Le Pen’s popularity demonstrates that
divisive rhetoric holds political currency in
France. Yet it is no longer solely the preserve of
the far right. This year’s presidential election
saw candidates from across the political spectrum attempt to outdo each other as defenders
of “laïcité” (separation of church and state). At
one point in 2021, Macron’s interior minister
Gérald Darmanin even accused Le Pen of going
“soft” on Islam.
France’s obsession with Islam is based
on the concept that the state is secular in
nature. Yet every political statement or government policy that seeks to protect laïcité and
regulate Islam contradictorily entangles state
and religion ever closer. Not only does this
undermine any true division between religious
and political spheres, but hinders genuine
political dialogue over France’s rich cultural
and religious tapestry.
Attacks on Islamic “values” became an
acceptable mainstay of political discourse
under President Sarkozy, who frequently
framed his anti-Muslim policies as a defence of
laïcité. After the murder of Samuel Paty by an
ISIL sympathiser, Macron has adopted a similar tenor, launched a crackdown on Muslim
civil society organisations, and undermined
academic freedom by commissioning a study
on the alleged expansion of Islamo-leftist (Islamo-Gauchiste) ideology at French universities.
While Macron’s efforts to curb religious
“extremism” may seem rational, they also evoke
an uncomfortable truth as to who truly counts
as fully French and what can be considered
a proper interpretation of French society. As
Reza Zia-Ebrahimi writes, laïcité is not a fixed
set of values, and its lurch towards right-wing
anti-Islamism has occurred incrementally over
several decades.
Yet it is law-abiding Muslims that have
ISLAMOPHOBIA

often felt the real-life consequences. The recent
anti-separatism bill against Islamist “extremism” gives French authorities greater power to
intervene in religious associations and limits
foreign funding. Over the past year, there have
been a number of cases where French authorities have used administrative procedures to
close down mosques, schools, Muslim food
stands and even a leading anti-discrimination
group, the Collective Against Islamophobia
in France. Macron has denied France is in
the throes of a US or UK-style “culture war”,
but the language of laïcité denotes an anxiety about cultural loss and anti-immigrant
sentiment that the European right has been
exploiting for decades. Islamophobia is sadly
commonplace across Europe and the US, but
whereas Islamophobia is recognised (albeit
sometimes disingenuously) by political leaders
in most Western countries, French politicians
refute the very existence of any anti-Muslim
stigma. Instead, “Islamophobia” is seen as a
ploy by an “Islamo-leftist” front to silence
defenders of French culture.
This double-denial silences debate over
France’s rich cultural and religious heterogeneity. Instead, uniformity is considered the basis
of belonging, with little attention paid to the
power and backgrounds of who gets to delineate the ethical contours of such an identity.
As Muslim migrants are not recognised along
ethnic lines, discrimination against Muslims
is understood as religious critique rather than
cultural disenfranchisement. Such criticism

is defended as a legitimate expression of free
speech in a secular society, and those who
voice unease with the nature of such critique
are either labelled as leftist Islamic sympathisers or outright Islamists.
This leaves little space for French Muslims – whether they practice Islam or not – to
genuinely contribute to political debates on
their terms. Muslim French citizens – despite
many being second or third-generation sons
and daughters of immigrants – are disenfranchised through simultaneous demands that
they assimilate while excluding them through
spatial, legal, and security measures. The
broader intersectionality of contemporary
French identity is ignored as a threat to the
privileged position of traditional culture.
Sadly, with the final presidential runoff
between Macron and Le Pen only weeks
away, there is little prospect that anti-Islamic
political feeling will dissipate anytime soon. It
is seen as an easy vote-winner, and neither candidate will be willing to dent their “cultural”
credentials.
But, in the long term, any genuine effort
to end France’s sensationalist obsession with
Islam will require recognition of the diversity
amongst the country’s six million Muslim
citizens and the creation of genuinely open
spaces within which religion can be discussed
without state interference. Only by doing so
can the ideal of laïcité be reclaimed from its
current right-wing interpretation and lead to
true free debate.
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For teachers, polls
only mean misery

In the wake of recent political uncertainty,
there may be various opinions regarding the
way forward, but there is one rather large
number of individuals who firmly believe that,
come what may, general elections should not
be held. Just the thought of an election makes
them feel depressed and send shivers down
their spines. These are the government employees, mostly teachers, who are made to work as
polling staff. The assignment is a nightmare.
The employees have to go through the grind of
training and collection of polling material and
then carrying out tedious jobs at mismanaged
centres with threat of violence always looming
large over their heads.
The employees have to do this extra
duty willy-nilly. Their consent is never sought.
They are appointed to far-flung areas and are
made to travel long distances whether their
physical health affords it or not. In some cases
they reach in the morning of the polling day
without any rest or prior preparation. The
ordeal starts with the collection of the polling
paraphernalia. People turn up at the mentioned
venues a day before the election day. They
stand in queues from morning till late night.
The absence of proper seating arrangement,
clean and ample washrooms and potable
water, make the experience as miserable as it
gets. Mayhem and chaos remain rampant at
the centres. There is no respite for women and
the older staff. Even pregnant women are not
exempt. Everyone has to carry all the stuff on
their own and manage their respective transport arrangements. Polling boxes and card
screens are difficult to pick and drop. Imagine
the plight if a female staff member is pregnant.
The night before the polling day is spent
travelling to the destination. Sometimes the
drivers drop the female staff at the wrong destination in the dead of the night, putting them
at risk. To submit the result at polling centres
is like climbing Everest. Everyone undergoes
lengthy scrutiny of the results and the complete secured recovery of the material. A single
missing article means a seriously lengthy and
embarrassing ordeal. Relevant articles have to
be packed into relevant bags. Hordes of forms
and proforma, stamps and sealing material
must be handed over to the respective officers.
The teachers are mishandled, misguided and
rebuked in front of everyone.
On the polling day, staff members are at
the mercy of the local police, the politicians
and their rowdy agents. The polling agents of
contestants behave as goons enjoying political
amnesty from any crime at the polling station.
The policemen act subservient to these agents.
Those concerned should realise that the whole
process of holding elections needs a sea change
to make it a pleasant experience for the staff. At
least prior approval of the staff must be sought
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to know whether they are available or not, and
if they have any medical or physical complications. The employees must not be coerced to
work as polling staff against their will. While
the individuals undergo their own miseries in
the name of election training and polling duties,
the education process goes out of gear, leaving
the students frustrated as their teachers are
not available to them. The election commission
should recruit unemployed educated youth
who happen to be eager and strong enough to
stand the ordeal of travelling long distances.
Not everyone is made for everything. There
should be horses for courses. The government
employees must be given the right to decide if
they want to volunteer to work as polling staff.
Besides, female employees should at least be
posted at stations close to their residence.
M. Nadeem Nadir
Kasur

Respecting parasites

This is with reference to a report that a woman, two daughters attempt suicide, according
to which, experiencing extreme poverty, and
suffering from ailments with no money to get
treatment, a woman and her two daughters
aged 15 and 13, jumped into a canal near Bahria
Town in Nawabshah.
Luckily, people managed to save the
two girls, but their mother died. Now that
the incident has appeared in the media, it is
likely that philanthropists – of whom we are
lucky to have many – will step in and take
good care of the two girls. Perhaps some of our
publicity-hungry politicians may also make
the most of this ‘opportunity’. However, the
mother can’t be brought back to life. There
may be thousands of others who may continue
to suffer silently, with many of them ending
up meeting the same fate. It is a matter of
great shame for the rulers and politicians, not
just in Sindh but across Pakistan. To make it
worse, while the masses stand deprived even
of the basic means of sustenance, most of our
leaders keep adding to their wealth, building
prestigious assets abroad. What I find the most
shocking is that in the developed world, people
do not revere their leaders the way we do
despite enjoying comfortable living conditions
compared to the resource-starved people in the
under-developed world who almost worship
their politicians and dance to their tunes. I pity
the brainwashed lot.
S.R.H. Hashmi
Karachi

Cleansing minds

Old habits die hard. A great deal of time and
effort goes into changing one’s behaviour.
In the 14th century, it was common in
Ireland to give away women in exchange for
cattle or food items. Satti, a Hindu tradition of
cremating a woman along with her deceased

husband, was prevalent for centuries until the
British Raj put an end to the heinous practice. Similarly, many practices in Pakistan are
grossly against human rights, especially those
related to women, and one fails to understand
why they still exist. The government has set
up several organisations for different purposes,
but there is no authority to eradicate the inhuman practices prevalent in society by changing
citizens’ mindsets. I believe that we need an
organisation that has the mandate to cleanse
people’s mindsets, as it is perhaps the best way
to root out such evil practices. Such an organisation can seek the help of print, electronic
and social media, hold public seminars and
sessions with clerics, and organise lectures in
high schools and colleges to raise awareness at
a mass level and achieve its objective. Countrywide campaigns may be launched to highlight
the disastrous effects of such cruel practices
and the need to eradicate them.
‘Honour’ killing should be presented
as ‘dishonour’ killing, as Islam allows women
to marry a person of their choice. Polio teams
should be accorded equal respect, as they work
hard to save children from the disease. The
practice of vani in Sindh or swara in Pakhtun
society, where even minor girls are given away
to settle bloody disputes, should be stopped,
and so should the obnoxious practice of
‘marriage’ with the Quran. Similarly, ensuring
women get their due share in inheritance is the
most effective way to help them financially.
Besides, female education should be presented
as a religious obligation. It is high time the
government established the proposed body and
addressed many of the ills facing our society.
Sayed GB Shah Bokhari
Peshawar

A three-letter word

Whatever has happened on the national political scene over the last few days is unfortunate,
to say the least. A handful of politicians fooled
around with the fate of millions of people across
the country. Does anyone really care about the
Constitution or the country and its people? Apparently, no. They were all driven by what happens to be a three-letter word: ego. The word
certainly holds more importance to everyone in
power politics. It is the ego that is destroying us.
Warda Saqib
Islamabad

Patriots and traitors

The country has seen many political crises, but
the recent one will long be remembered for
dividing the nation into two distinct camps;
traitors and patriots. Those who vote for a
certain party will of course be dubbed the patriots, while those who vote for any of the other
parties will be called the traitors. What a pity.
Shakir Lakhani
Karachi
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A newly discovered planet
renews debate about how some
giant worlds form
Allison Gasparini

A young, massive planet is orbiting in an unusual place in its star
system, and it’s leading researchers
to revive a long-debated view of how
giant planets can form.
The protoplanet, nine times
the mass of Jupiter, is too far away from its star to have formed by
accreting matter piece by piece, images suggest. Instead, the massive
world probably formed all at once in a violent implosion of gas and dust,
researchers report in Nature Astronomy. “My first reaction was, there’s
no way this can be true,” says Thayne Currie, an astrophysicist at the
Subaru Telescope headquartered in Hilo, Hawaii. For years, astronomers
have debated the ways in which giant planets might form. In the “core
accretion” story, a planet starts out as small bits of matter within a disk
of gas, dust and ice swirling around a young star. The clumps continue to
accrete other matter, growing to become the core of the planet. Out past a
certain distance from the star, that core then accumulates a thick blanket
of hydrogen and helium, turning it into a bloated, gassy world.
But the new planet, orbiting a star called AB Aurigae, is in the outskirts of its system, where there’s less matter to gather into a core. In this
position, the core can’t become massive enough to create its gaseous envelope. The planet’s remote location, Currie and colleagues argue, makes
it more likely to form via “disk instability,” where the disk around the star
breaks into planet-sized fragments. The fragments then rapidly collapse
in on themselves, drawn together by their own gravity, and clump together, forming a giant planet.

US life expectancy dropped
by 2 years in 2020
Ralph Ellis

The average life expectancy in the United
States is expected to drop by 2.26 years
from 2019 to 2021, the sharpest decrease
during that time among high-income
nations, according to a new study. The
study, published in medRxiv, said U.S. life expectancy went from 78.86
years in 2019 to 76.99 years in 2020, during the thick of the global
COVID-19 pandemic. Though vaccines were widely available in 2021,
the U.S. life expectancy was expected to keep going down, to 76.60
years. In “peer countries” -- Austria, Belgium, Denmark, England and
Wales, Finland, France, Germany, Israel, Italy, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, Northern Ireland, Norway, Portugal, Scotland, South Korea,
Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland – life expectancy went down only .57
years from 2019 to 2020 and increased by .28 years in 2021, the study
said. The peer countries now have a life expectancy that’s 5 years longer
than in the U.S. “The fact the U.S. lost so many more lives than other
high-income countries speaks not only to how we managed the pandemic, but also to more deeply rooted problems that predated the pandemic,” said Steven H. Woolf, MD, one of the study authors and a professor
of family medicine and population health at Virginia Commonwealth
University, according to Reuters. “U.S. life expectancy has been falling
behind other countries since the 1980s, and the gap has widened over
time, especially in the last decade.” Lack of universal health care, income
and educational inequality, and less healthy physical and social environments helped lead to the decline in American life expectancy, according
to Woolf.
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Coastal cities around the
globe are sinking
Katherine Kornei

Coastal cities around the globe
are sinking by up to several
centimeters per year, on average,
satellite observations reveal.
The one-two punch of subsiding
land and rising seas means that
these coastal regions are at greater risk for flooding than previously
thought, researchers report in the Geophysical Research Letters.
Matt Wei, an earth scientist at the University of Rhode Island
in Narragansett, and colleagues studied 99 coastal cities on six continents. “We tried to balance population and geographic location,”
he says. While subsidence has been measured in cities previously,
earlier research has tended to focus on just one city or region. This
investigation is different, Wei says. “It’s one of the first to really use
data with global coverage.” Wei and his team relied on observations
made from 2015 to 2020 by a pair of European satellites. Instruments
onboard beam microwave signals toward Earth and then record the
waves that bounce back. By measuring the timing and intensity of
those reflected waves, the team determined the height of the ground
with millimeter accuracy. And because each satellite flies over the
same part of the planet every 12 days, the researchers were able to
trace how the ground deformed over time. The largest subsidence
rates — up to five centimeters per year —are mostly in Asian cities
like Tianjin, China; Karachi, Pakistan; and Manila, Philippines, the
team found. What’s more, one-third, or 33, of the analyzed cities are
sinking in some places by more than a centimeter per year.

Exercise is powerful medicine
for depression
Cara Murez

By now, most people have heard that
exercise is good for their health. A new
review suggests it can also make a
difference in major depressive disorder. Researchers analyzed 15 existing
studies with data on exercise and depression, finding an association
between physical activity and depression risk. The investigators
estimated that almost 12% of cases of depression could have been prevented with a certain amount of exercise. It didn’t take much. Physical activity was associated with significant mental health benefits,
even when someone wasn’t exercising as hard or as often as public
health recommendations, according to the researchers, led by Soren
Brage and James Woodcock, from the University of Cambridge School
of Clinical Medicine in England. People engaging in brisk walking for
2.5 hours a week had a lower risk of depression than those who didn’t
exercise at all, the study found. “Any movement, every movement, every step counts. It doesn’t have to be as much as you need for physical
health. You can get by with half of that, and this is very consistent
with the literature,” said Jennifer Heisz, a neuroscientist who was not
involved in this study. Heisz is an associate professor in the Department of Kinesiology at McMaster University in Ontario, Canada. The
15 studies analyzed for this new paper included more than 191,000
participants in all. The researchers found that people who accumulated half the recommended amount of physical activity had an 18%
lower risk of depression compared to adults with no activity. Those
who accumulated the recommended hours had a 25% lower risk of
depression. Benefits diminished with exercise above that level.
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